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Abstract: This study investigates the use of progressives with mental verbs in
courtroom talk and shows a range of subjective meanings which are not delivered
by the simple form. Looking at the data from a British libel trial, it explores
patterned co-occurrences with first-person subjects vs. second- and third-person
subjects, revealing both emphatic, polite and interpretative uses of the analyzed
items. In addition, context-sensitivity and speaker status (judge vs. other partici-
pants) are shown to be significant factors affecting both the choice of verbs and
their interactional configurations. The findings reveal not only well-established
uses of “progressive statives” (wonder and think) but also less conventional ones
which convey intensity and expressivity (e.g., understand, remember and want). It
is also revealed that the use of progressives with mental verbs differs from the
deployment of progressives with communication verbs. In both groups of verbs,
however, the interpretative meaning is common. In sum, the study situates
progressives with mental verbs among stancetaking resources which speakers
employ to share their thoughts, wishes and desires, and to position themselves
against other interactants and their propositions.

Keywords: communication verbs; courtroomdiscourse; mental verbs; progressives;
stance; subjectivity.

1 Introduction1

The past few decades have seen a great deal of interest in contextual analyses of
the progressive construction, with corpus-based studies revealing its increased
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frequency and new patterns of use. Some attribute this rise to people’s desire “to
make what they say more lively and vivid” (Potter 1975: 120 in Römer 2005: 22)
while others regard it as a sign of the ongoing “colloquialization” or, possibly, as
“a grammatical phenomenon” (Mair and Hundt 1995: 118 in Römer 2005: 22).
Whatever the reasons for the new trend, the progressive form, in its various guises,
is now linked to several new functions. These, as has been noted, are invariably
tied to the speaker’s perspective and its manifestation in discourse. As a result,
subjective uses of the progressive have been the focus of numerous analyses, some
of which address its role in informal conversation (Freund 2016), media discourse
(Levin 2013) or political speeches (Martinez Vazquez 2018).

The study reported here, in turn, looks at courtroomdata to showhowpatterns
with mental verbs, which typically do not attract the progressive form, instantiate
both tentative and emphatic modes of expression reflecting the subjectification of
various language structures (Traugott and Dasher 2002). It specifically explores
patterned co-occurrences with first-person subjects vs. second- and third-person
subjects, revealing both emphatic, polite and interpretative uses of the analyzed
forms. The study situates progressives among stancetaking resources which
speakers employ to position themselves against other interactants and their
propositions, even though, admittedly, their frequency in courtroom discourse is
rather low. Still, it is argued here that the progressive construction is a vehicle for
subjective meanings which are not delivered by the simple form of verbs.

Of particular interest to the current investigation is the “interpretative”
(Huddleston and Pullum et al. 2002) or “experiential” (Wright 1995) progressive,
conveying the speaker’s epistemic stance at a particular moment or his/her
“interpretation or evaluation of some state of affairs” (Wright 1995: 156). The use of
this form in courtroom talk, and especially its co-occurrence with communication
verbs, has featured in several investigations (Szczyrbak 2016, 2018). On the other
hand, progressives of mental verbs, whose role in courtroom examinations may
seem marginal, have not attracted much attention. Therefore, in the current
analysis, I look at patternswith such progressives, hoping theywill illuminate how
participants in courtroom proceedings use them for intersubjective positioning in
the discursive process of making evidence. The aim of the study is threefold: 1) to
identify progressives of mental verbs in the data and determine their role in
marking speaker stance; 2) to identify differences, if any, in the pragmatic func-
tions of progressives of mental verbs with first-person subjects vs. second- and
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third-person subjects; and 3) to compare patterns with such progressives and their
pragmatic functions with those of progressives of communication verbs.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
notions of subjectivity, subjectification and stance as well as offers an overview of
the literature on the subjective uses of the progressive. Section 3 describes the data
and explains the theoretical background of the study. Section 4 looks at examples
of the progressive of mental verbs in the data and compares them with earlier
findings on the progressive of communication verbs. Section 5 closes with a
discussion and conclusions.

2 Literature review

2.1 Subjectivity and speaker stance

Language is hardly ever neutral since it usually expresses somebody’s point of view
and (moreor less explicit) evaluation. Linguistic subjectivity is thus “anexpression–
an incarnation, even – of perceiving, feeling, speaking subjects”, or, to put it
differently, it is “the intersection of language structure and language use in the
expression of self” Finegan (1995: 1–2). To identify and interpret subjective mean-
ings in discourse, analysts apply various analytical concepts and methodological
tools. Currently, there are two major strands of subjectivity research: synchronic
(cognitive), represented, e.g., by Langacker (1987) and diachronic, focusing on the
subjectification of language structures (see, e.g., Traugott and Dasher 2002). As for
the difference between subjectivity and subjectification, the first term refers to
“speakers’ expression of self and the representationofperspective or point of view in
discourse”whereas the latter denotes “the processes of linguistic evolution that lead
to such strategies” (Finegan 1995: 1).

This study adopts the notion of stance(taking) in line with discourse-functional
approaches which see it as a collaborative activity performed by co-present partic-
ipants (Englebretson 2007).2 It is also believed here that “[s]tance has the power to
assign value to objects of interest, to position social actors with respect to those
objects, to calibrate alignment between stance takers and to invoke systems of
sociocultural value” (du Bois 2007: 139). In other words, stance is located in the

2 Stance and related phenomenahave been studied under various names and in different research
traditions. Some of them include modality (Palmer 1986 [2001]; Nuyts 2001), evidentiality (Chafe
and Nichols 1986; Aikhenvald 2004), grounding (Langacker 1987), metadiscourse (Hyland 2005),
intersubjectivity (Verhagen 2005), appraisal (Martin andWhite 2003) and evaluation (Hunston and
Thompson 2000; Hunston 2011).
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linguistic resources with which speakers express their attitudes, beliefs and
assessments related to discourseobjects and subjects. In the remainder of thearticle,
I argue that the use of progressives is one of such resources.

2.2 Subjective use of the progressive

As already noted, context-specific behavior of the progressive has been addressed in
corpus-based studies, in contrast to grammar books which foreground the
imperfective-aspectual dimension of this construction and its reference to “temporary
situations, activities or goings-on” (Leech 2004: 19). Relevant to the focus of the
current investigation, however, are not invented examples illustrating traditional uses
of the progressive, but rather empirical works documenting its novel, interactional
meanings.One such investigationof spokenBritishEnglish suggests that progressives
have two central features – ‘continuousness’ and ‘repeatedness’ – which may be
variously combined to describe actions and events (Römer 2005: 86–90).3 It also
identifies seven additional functions: general validity, politeness or softening,
emphasis or attitude, shock or disbelief, gradual change and development, old and
new habits and, finally, framing (Römer 2005: 95). In her discussion of emphatic and
attitudinal progressives, in particular, Römer (2005: 99) notes a high percentage of
first-person subjects and the co-occurrence with the time adverbials always, now and
all the time. She also notes that always collocates with second- and third-person
subjects, and she links such instances to the speaker’s annoyance or irritation.Among
the verbs found in “emphasis/attitude” contexts, Römer (2005: 100) lists four mental
verbs, i.e., hoping,meaning, seeing andwanting. Interestingly, the very same forms are
also associated with “politeness or softening,” just like thinking and wondering are
(Römer 2005: 98).

Recent change in the verb phrase, including emergent patterns with
progressives, has also been reported in several studies in Aarts et al. (2013). One of
themconcernsprogressive verbs inAmericanEnglish and itdiscussesa recent rise in
the BE being + ADJ. pattern (e.g., I’m being facetious) as well as the spread of the
progressive to private verbs which typically resist this construction (Levin 2013).4 In
addition, the increase in progressives is attributed to four factors: subjectification,
democratization, colloquialization and generalization (Levin 2013: 213). Levin (2013:
213) also argues that progressives with private verbs convey subjective meaning

3 This, as proposed by Römer (2005: 90–91), gives four value combinations: ‘continuous + repeated,’
‘continuous + non-repeated,’ ‘non-continuous + repeated’ and ‘non-continuous + non-repeated.’
4 In the current study, this class of verbs is referred to as “mental verbs” and it encompasses, to
use the terms found in Leech (2004), both “verbs of attitude” (hope, love, want) and “verbs of inert
cognition” (think, know, suppose).
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components such as intensification, tentativeness and politeness, which he sees as
“a prime example of subjectification” (Levin 2013: 213). Commenting specifically on
the current usage of the progressive with think, he distinguishes its four main
meanings: ‘cogitate,’ ‘intend,’ ‘quotative,’ and ‘interpretative’ (Levin 2013: 209).
Likewise, the progressive I’m thinking features in another contribution in the same
volume. In his diachronic study, Kaltenböck (2013) focuses on “main clause-like”
comment clauses (e.g., I think, I suppose, I guess) and looks at their possible
extension to variant forms including progressives. Based on mostly written corpus
evidence fromAmerican English, he notes a rise in progressives such as I’m thinking
and I’mguessing, hypothesizing that theymay be taking over the epistemicmeaning
of I think whose modal use is fading (Kaltenböck 2013: 311).

Similar observations are shared by Freund (2016), who explores stative-
progressive change inBritish English andwho finds that progressiveswith think and
love are salient in conversational data. Explaining the meaning of aspect, Freund
(2016: 51) highlights themost significant feature of the progressive: the fact that “it is
under the speaker’s control.” She goes on to say that speakers select “auxiliary and
main verb inflections, in order to express a personal view of an event as complete,
ongoing, beginning, continuing, ending or repeating” (Freund 2016: 51). For this
reason, following Smith (1983: 479), she refers to the progressive as the “viewpoint
aspect.” At the same time, she admits that non-aspectual uses of this construction
may seem problematic since they do not reflect the progressive’s core meanings of
“temporariness or incompletion” (Freund 2016: 52). To identify new patterns of use
in informal interaction, Freund considers four semantic categories of stative verbs:
relational, cognitive, affective and perceptional. Her findings reveal, however, that
there is no correlation between the semantic categories of verbs and the increased
frequency of certain progressives.5

A cognitive-linguistic perspective on “progressive statives” is, in turn, offered in
Prażmo (2018), who in her account of the BE + -ing construction points to its core
meaning of “immediacy in temporal reality” and a number of peripheral “meaning
potentials” (Norén and Linell 2007). Discussing the “modal potential” of the present
progressive, Prażmo (2018: 46) validly observes that some of its meanings remain
underspecified and “can only be substantiated in a certain linguistic context and
pragmatic environment.”6 To illustrate the “modal colouring” of progressives with

5 Interestingly, Freund (2016: 57) provides results of a survey examining acceptability of stative-
progressive combinations. In the survey, progressives with think and love received the highest
approbation rate (82%)whereas the other end of the continuumwas occupied by progressiveswith
doubt (56.9%) and want (49.4%).
6 In other words, they can be “pragmatically enriched and modified according to the speaker’s
needs” (Prażmo 2018: 46).
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stative verbs, Prażmo focuses on combinations withwant, positing that they encode
the speaker’s doubt and uncertainty towards the proposition as well as introduce a
sense of tentativeness. Thus, as she suggests, the form I amwanting results from the
blending of the speaker’s ‘desire or wish for something’ and the ‘temporariness and
relevance to the moment of speaking’, resulting in his/her ‘planning to, going to or
even acting on that desire’ (Prażmo 2018: 57). Taking a broader perspective, Prażmo
enumerates unconventionalmeanings, or “extra effects” of “progressive statives” in
general, suggesting that they can: 1) intensify the emotion expressed by the verb; 2)
indicate current behavior as opposed to general description; 3) introduce change in
states by focusing on differences in degree across time; 4) show limited duration; 5)
emphasize conscious involvement; 6) show vividness; 7) express politeness; 8)
mitigate criticism; and 9) avoid imposition (adapted from Prażmo 2018: 55).

Also, the cognitive view agrees with the idea that the core meaning of the
interpretative progressive is contingency, i.e., clarification of a singular event which
is ‘not entirely obvious’ and which is not applicable to other situations (cf. De Wit
andBrisard 2014;MartinezVazquez 2018). This is also in linewithNuyts’s (2001: 363)
observation that “bringingupone’s commitment, of any type, to a state of affairs in a
discourse implies that the status of the state of affairs in this regard is not obvious,
e.g., because the hearer turns out to hold a different view, or because there is
otherwise new information relevant for one’s view.”

To sum up, however varied in their approaches and research foci, corpus-
based analyses like those mentioned above provide ample evidence that the
non-aspectual use of the progressive is spreading and that this construction
conveys subjective meanings which are absent in its non-progressive counterpart.
Therefore, inmy view, the BE+ -ing construction deserves amore in-depth analysis
in a larger number of contexts, including legal genres which so far have received
scant attention in this research area. To fill this gap, the study reported here
explores the subjective use of the progressive in courtroom interaction and argues
for its classification as a marker of stance.

3 Data and method

The data used in the analysis come fromaBritish libel trial related to the portrayal of
theHolocaust by revisionist historianDavid Irving (for amore detailed descriptionof
the trial, see Szczyrbak 2018). The analysis places itself within Corpus-Assisted
Discourse Studies and adopts the distributional approach to phraseology which
equates phraseological units withword combinations identified on the basis of their
frequencies (Granger andPaquot 2008: 29). It also drawson Interactional Linguistics
and owes its approach to spoken production to Conversation Analysis as well. It
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makes use of both quantitative and qualitative approaches to material drawn from
transcribed courtroomdata covering thewhole of the 32-day trial (totalling around 1.5
millionwords).Given the limited scopeof the study, 12mental verbs, believed tobe the
most commonones,were selected for analysis. Thus, the list included the verbs: think,
believe, wonder, guess, assume, suppose, hope, doubt, find, know, remember andwant.
The results of the semi-automated analysis aided by the concord function of Word-
Smith Tools (Scott 2012) are reported below.

4 Results

In total, 188 concordance lines with progressives of mental verbs were retrieved,
out of which more than two-thirds turned out to be patterns with first-person
subjects (132 tokens). Among the latter, 93 occurrences were present progressives
whereas 39 represented past progressives. These figures clearly indicate speaker-
orientedness and focus on the here-and-now context of communication.
Progressives with second- and third-person subjects, on the other hand, returned
56 hits, out of which 41were present progressives and 15 represented the past form.
Strikingly, in this group, no single pattern was repeated more than five times. This
shows that explicit references to second- and third-person subjects’wishes, hopes
and attitudes were not relevant to the ongoing interaction and so they did not form
any salient patterns.

In what follows, I examine selected combinations with first-, second- and
third-person subjects in detail.

4.1 Progressives of mental verbs with first-person subjects

Progressives with first-person subjects (Table 1) proved to be important for the
overall findings as they represented more than two-thirds of the analyzed items.
This agrees with earlier studies, pointing to the speaker-centeredness and the
here-and-now orientation of the progressive form. In the data at hand, interest-
ingly, speaker status emerged as a significant factor. More than half of all the
subjective uses of the BE + -ing construction were identified in the judge’s turns
(68 tokens vs. 64 tokens found in the turns of the other speakers). It might be
speculated that as an authority figure, the judge was in a position to share his
own thoughts, to convey emphasis and intensity, and even to signal his lack of
understanding. The remaining participants (claimant, counsel, witnesses)
focused less on their emotions and chose to mark tentativeness, politeness and a
lower degree of imposition instead. Likewise, the progressive form appeared
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most useful at contentious moments, when the speakers’ views were being (re-)
interpreted and (re-)assessed. On the other hand, the presence of modifiers (e.g.,
just, quite, really, actually) in some of the patterns provides further evidence that
the speakers relied on progressives to perspectivize their utterances.

4.1.1 Wonder

With 41 occurrences,wondering emerged as the preferred progressivewith the first-
person subject. Interestingly, while the present progressive often co-occurred with
just (17 tokens), there was only one such co-selection with the past progressive.
Predictably, I am (just) wondering referred to the speaker’s ongoingmental process
(1) whereas I was wondering signaled tentativeness and acted as a conventional
politeness marker lowering the degree of imposition (2). In sum, it was found,
progressives with wonder represented well-established uses and this may explain
why they were the most frequently selected forms among the analyzed items.

Table : Progressives of mental verbs with first-person subjects.

Present progressives

I am (just/really) thinking  judge (), claimant (), witness (), counsel ()
I am not thinking  claimant ()
we are thinking  judge (), claimant (), counsel ()
I am (just) wondering  judge (), claimant (), counsel (), witness ()
I am hoping  counsel (), claimant (), judge ()
I am doubting  counsel ()
I am not doubting  judge ()
I am (actually/just) remembering  claimant () [other-reporting]
I am (really) finding  judge (), claimant ()
I am not (really) finding  judge ()
I am understanding  judge ()
I am not (quite/really) understanding  judge (), counsel ()
I am (just) wanting  judge ()
I am assuming  witness (), claimant (), judge ()

Past progressives

I was (really) thinking  judge (), witness (), claimant ()
I was not thinking  witness ()
I was (just) wondering  judge (), counsel (), claimant ()
we were hoping  claimant ()
I was (still/rather) hoping  claimant (), counsel (), judge ()

Total 
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(1) [Judge] Yes, I understand the point you are trying to make. I am just
wondering where you got the point from?
[Claimant] From my own common sense, my Lord.
[Judge] That is rather what I thought.

(2) [Counsel] What is the document? May we have it, my Lord?
[Judge] I am sorry?
[Counsel] I was wondering whether this document should be disclosed. I
have never seen it, a quotation from a document. It may be the draft of Mr
Irving’s speech. I do not know.

4.1.2 Think

Another frequent progressive with the first-person subject was, as might be
expected, the progressive with think. According to the existing research, the func-
tions of I’m/I am thinking vary greatly depending on the discourse type (Levin 2013;
Martinez Vazquez 2018). In the courtroom data analyzed here, three meanings were
distinguished: 1) ‘cogitate’; 2) ‘hold an opinion’; and 3) ‘interpretative.’ The first of
the three uses expresses the “activation or arousal of thought processes”, which is
“equivalent to ‘considering’ or ‘ruminating’” (Leech 2004: 29). As such, it points to
the subject being in control of a mental process at a particular point in time.

This use was most prominent in the data, and it was identified both in present
and past progressives. In example (3), for instance, the judge refers to his thought
processes while seeking to win the hearer’s positive regard for his way of thinking
with you know. The second type of progressive, in turn, similar to deliberative I think
that, acts as an opinionmarker.7 In the data, therewas only one such example (4), in
which the speaker’s preferred argument was preceded by yes marking agreement
with the judge’s stance. The third, “interpretative,” use may well be paraphrased by
‘I mean’ and it resembles, e.g., the interpretative progressive with think found in
political speeches (Martinez Vazquez 2018).8 Worthy of attention in this context is

7 The data yielded one example of the progressive with think followed by the that-complemen-
tizer. By analogy to I think that (see Aijmer [1997: 21];Wierzbicka [2006: 38]), I am thinking that also
seems more deliberative than its that-less variant.
8 In her corpus-based study, Martinez Vazquez (2018: 115) notes the cohesive role of I am thinking
which in her data is used to clarify a preceding segment of discourse (‘interpretative’ use) or to talk
about a situation prior to the time of speaking, making it more vivid (‘narrative’ use).
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preposition dropping noted both in present and past progressives (5).9 Also, several
past progressives with think followed the I was thinking simply/more/actually of
pattern associated with clarification, as shown in (6).

(3) [Judge] That is probably best. Anyway, I have given the hint yet again. Mr
Rampton is going shortly to askme tomake a ruling about it and, if I have to
make a ruling, you know the way I am thinking at the moment, so let us get
on.

(4) [Judge] No. All I think is that sometime that is relevant.
[Counsel] It is obviously important.
[Judge] Both to the manipulation and also to Auschwitz.
[Counsel] Yes. I am thinking that the subject of Hitler’s Adjutants is a long
one with, I am afraid, probably quite a lot of documents to look at because
of the records of what they said. That may take more than one day, which I
do not have, so I was going to leave that until after Auschwitz.

(5) [Counsel] He wants to go back home to America. So if he is not finished
tomorrow, which is Tuesday, I would ask that he could be finished on
Wednesday morning.
[Claimant] I was thinking Wednesday morning, yes.

(6) [Claimant] The eyewitnesses?
[Judge]Well, I was thinkingmore of the camp official eyewitnesses, but take
them, and I think there are probably about 10 or maybe a dozen of them,
something like that.

4.1.3 Hope

Apart from the patterns discussed above, the data provided evidence of progressives
with hope, a common desire operator representing volitive modality. Like other
“verbs of attitude” (e.g., love, want) – alternatively referred to as “anti-progressive”
(Leech 2004) – hope can turn from a static verb into a dynamic one once it is
combined with the progressive form. Because of this, it can convey dynamism and a
higher degree of intensity or expressivity, which is not delivered when the simple

9 Freund (2016: 58) also identified preposition dropping after I’m thinking in informal conversa-
tional data. However, in her dataset the pattern was realized as a list of three or more items
preceded by I’m thinking (e.g., I’m thinking pub, no speeches, no first dance, around forty people and
some decent grub.). In such instances, the speaker visualized a future event while expressing some
uncertainty. In my dataset, no such uses were attested.
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form is used (cf. De Wit and Brisard 2009: 15). As could be observed in the data, the
person who tended to stress their wishes and desires most was the claimant (16
tokens), although some instances were identified in the turns of the counsel and the
judge as well. Apparently, the witnesses felt no need to highlight their personal
wishes anddesires, and soprogressiveswith verbs of attitudewerenot found in their
turns.

Furthermore, thewitnesses’ responsesweremore restricted as theywere related
to the “secondary reality”of the courtroom (thedisputedactionsand events) andnot
to the “primary reality” (the proceedings themselves) (cf. Gibbons on police
interviews [2005: 142–150]). As regards its syntactic realizations, I was hoping was
followed by the zero or that-complementizer, or by the to infinitive, and therewas no
evidence of its parenthetical use. As examples (7) and (8) demonstrate, progressives
with hope – which were sometimes followed by negation – indicated the speaker’s
most immediate wish anchored in “temporariness” rather than a long-term desire,
and they conveyed a greater level of intensity than would have been expressed by
the simple form I hope.10

(7) [Claimant] It helps on numbers, my Lord, because we have numbers of
items that had been collected from the victims by April 30th 1943.
[Judge] It does not say “from when”.
[Claimant] I am hoping that the witness will assist us on this.

(8) [Claimant] I am very familiar with what Mr Rampton is trying to get out of
this case, my Lord.
[Judge] Do not worry about what he is trying to get out of the case. I want to
make sure that I know where we going with the cross-examination.
[Claimant] I will put my cards face up on the table then,which I was hoping
not to have to do as early as this in the cross-examination.

4.1.4 Understand

Abrief note on progressiveswith understand also seems relevant to the discussion,
although in the data there were only eight co-occurrences with first-person
subjects and barely one co-occurrencewith a second-person subject. As a cognitive

10 Černá (2014: 117) notes a difference between the polite uses of I hope and I’mhoping, saying that
the simple form is preferred when the listener is invited to do something to his/her advantage
whereas the progressive form is more appropriate when the request puts the listener to inconve-
nience. This seems to tie in with the co-occurrence of I’m/I was hopingwith negation. Černá (2014:
117) also observes a correlation between the length of the request and its complexity, noting that
longer forms tend to be more polite.
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verb reflecting an “intellectual state,” understand – similarly to believe, know and
realize – still resists the progressive (unlike think found in the same category).When
combined with the progressive form, however, it conveys emphasis and adds
expressivity (cf. DeWit and Brisard’s [2009: 15] “connotation of intensification”). As
can be seen in example (9), the judge uses the progressive form of understand to
stress his lack of understanding of the evidence at handwhilemitigating the force of
this statement with I am afraid and not really. In example (10), in turn, the counsel
stresses his confusion as to which entry in the Goebbels’ diaries is the subject of the
ongoing discussion.

(9) [Judge] (…) I am afraid I am not really understanding the footnote cross-
references. Am I going to be provided with them or not? That was a
question.

(10) [Counsel] Sorry, I am not understanding, but I thought we had, unless I
have gone completely mad, a discussion this morning about the entry for
13th December 1941?

4.1.5 Remember

Finally, example (11) contains the interpretative use of the progressive with
remember embedded in a reporting utterance. Here, the claimant offers his own
reading of the written evidence presented in court, producing his interpretation
(rather than a verbatim report) of another witness’s account, with the modifiers
actually and just introducing a contrast between what, in the speaker’s view, is
real/factual and what is doubtful. In this instance, the progressive with remember
may well be replaced by the progressive with recall, both of which indicate
“animate agency” (Leech 2004: 28).11 This is the only example of the interpretative
progressive in the data in which the speaker adopts the I-perspective to represent
another party’s standpoint.12

11 According to Prażmo (2016: 175), in some contexts, the progressive with remember may also
convey the meaning of ‘paying tribute to someone,’ as her online data indicate (e.g., Today, I’m
remembering our nation’s fallen heroes […]). In the courtroom context, such meanings were not
identified.
12 Other examples include third-person subjects referring to non-present witnesses’ accounts, as
in here he is remembering it in June 1947 or does this strike you as being something that he is really
remembering? These examplesmay also be classified as “narrative” (Martinez Vazquez 2018) since
they show the relevance of past events to the ongoing discourse andmake themmore vivid (cf. the
“historic present” in Quirk et al. [1985: 181]).
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(11) [Claimant] Are you familiar with the passagewhere Eichmann, challenged
about a particular episode, interrupted the interrogator 2 min later and
said words to this effect: “I am sorry. You asked me 2 min ago about that
episode, and I have to say now I cannot remember whether I am actually
remembering it or just remembering being asked a question about it more
recently”?

4.2 Progressives of mental verbs with second- and third-
person subjects

Although less frequent than the progressives discussed in Section 4.1,
progressives of mental verbs with second- and third-person subjects in their own
way contributed to the co-construction of meaning and, thus, the discursive
making of evidence (Tables 2 and 3). Half of these forms (28 tokens) included
third-person subjectswho did not participate in the ongoing interaction andwho,
therefore, belonged to the “secondary reality” of the courtroom, revived through
the accounts provided by the co-present speakers (cf. Section 4.1). This effect was
achieved due to the interpretative progressive describing third parties’ purported
convictions and beliefs. On the other hand, patterns with second-person subjects
tended to co-occur with the volitive modality markers want and hope (15 tokens).
Modifiers such as really or just were attested as well, but they were used rather
sporadically.

4.2.1 Think

In the group of progressives with second- and third-person subjects, patterns with
think were quite visible (13 tokens). Their role in discourse differed, however, from
the functions associated with first-person subjects. Some of these progressives, it
was found, were interpretative (12) while others exemplified the conventional third-
person reference typical of institutional contexts (13). Contrary towhatwas observed
in patterns with first-person subjects, invocation of second-person subjects’
thoughts and beliefs did not appear relevant and it was not very common.13

13 This is in stark contrast with the distribution of progressives of communication verbs with
second-person subjects. Interrogatives such as are you saying/suggesting/telling us are frequent in
courtroom examinations and, as argued in Szczyrbak (2018), they are part of the “courtroom idiom.”
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Table : Progressives of mental verbs with second-person subjects.

Present progressives

you are thinking  witness ()
are you thinking  judge ()
you are hoping  counsel (), claimant ()
you are finding  judge (), witness ()
you are quite understanding  judge ()
you are wanting  judge ()
are you (really) wanting  judge ()
are you assuming  judge ()
you are assuming  claimant (), judge (), witness ()

Past progressives

were you wanting  judge ()
you were wanting  judge ()
you were (just) assuming  judge (), claimant ()
you were assuming  judge ()

Total 

Table : Progressives of mental verbs with third-person subjects.

Present progressives

judge/Lordship/person/Rampton is thinking  claimant ()
they are thinking  claimant ()
he is doubting  counsel ()
he is not doubting  judge ()
people who are believing  witness ()
nobody on this side of the court is supposing  counsel ()
he is (really) remembering  claimant ()
they are finding  witness ()
he is not wanting  judge ()
they are obviously assuming  claimant ()
he is not assuming  claimant ()
the court is not assuming  claimant ()

Past progressives

he was thinking  witness ()
Hitler really was thinking  judge ()
they were thinking  claimant (), witness ()
the Defence were hoping  claimant ()
Hitler was hoping  claimant ()
he was wanting  claimant ()
Hitler was wanting  judge ()
Jewish communities were assuming  witness ()

Total 
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(12) [Claimant] Yes, usually there is a line above the table talks saying who is
present as the guests of honour. Usually three or four people are listed.
Verna Kopen did the same in his records of the table talks.
[Judge] I am a bit puzzled about this, because if you interpret the table talk
as meaning that Hitler really was thinking only in terms of deportation, I
know it has been a long day, but how do you reconcile that with your
acceptance, because I understand you do accept it ——

(13) [Claimant] It sets my teeth on edge, a lot of it.
[Judge] It is not going to bulk very large in my thinking.
[Claimant] Your Lordship knows how your Lordship is thinking but, with
respect, I do not. You have a poker face and a complete mask like
demeanour which keeps me totally in the dark. People ask me when I go
home how have you done and I say I not know.

4.2.2 Hope

As already mentioned, the only regularity which seemed to emerge from an
examination of patterns with second-person subjects was that they attracted
volitive modality markers. The first of them, i.e., hope, was combined with the
progressive to refer to the co-present speakers’hopes anddesires,which gave them
more prominence. This, however, was not coupled with their positive assessment.
It may in fact be argued that the emphasis was added to confront and challenge the
views presented by the opposing party (see 14 and 15).

(14) [Claimant] Do liars not deserve to be exposed as such? If you saw the
audience as you saw them in that film, did you see any skinheads or
extremists or people wearing arm bands? I did not. They looked like a
perfectly ordinary bunch of middle-class Canadians.
[Counsel] No doubt they too, Mr Irving, will spread the word, if I may use
that terminology?
[Claimant] Is that evidence or are you asking me a question?
[Counsel] I am asking you a question. That is what you are hoping, is it not?
[Claimant] Spread the word that there are elements of the Holocaust story
that need to be treated with scepticism, yes.
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(15) [Claimant] (…) Characteristically of the weakness of their case, Professor
Funke listed one entry in a diary where I noted “road journey with a
Thomas” whose second name I never learned; Funke entered the name
“Dienel?” So for as I know, I have never met a Dienel, but it illustrates the
kind of evidence that the Defence were hoping to rely upon. (…)

4.2.3 Want

Progressives with the second volitive marker found in the data, i.e., want, behaved
quite differently. In this case, all occurrences with the second-person subject you
(just like theprogressive I am(just)wanting)were identifiedonly in the judge’s turns.
It was also possible to see that they performed the interpretative function, addi-
tionally signaled by the preceding I think (see 16 and 17). One might even go further
and suggest, in agreement with Prażmo (2018), that you are/were wanting integrated
the meaning of the subject’s ‘desire or wish for something’ and ‘temporariness and
relevance to themoment of speaking.’ Thismade these progressives similar to the be
going to structure, expressing not only the subject’s desire but also his/her ‘intention
to act on that desire’ (Prażmo 2018: 57). The examples found in the courtroom data
corroborate this interpretation (cf. I am just wonderingwhether he is not wanting to go
off somewhere else).

(16) [Claimant] You are saying here in an expert report which you now concede
is written on rather flimsy evidence that Hitler personally ——
[Witness] I do not think I did that at all, Mr Irving.
[Claimant] — marked crosses against the names of scores of people?
[Judge] I think if you are wanting to say that there is documentary support
for what you write, Mr Irving, and for what Professor Evans criticises, you
really ought to be equipped to show Professor Evans what you rely on. For
example, I mean, did you record what General Milsche was telling you
about the absence of Hitler, and so on?….

(17) [Judge]May I interrupt you?Whydo younot go back and then you can give
the evidence that I think you were wanting to give before the adjournment
about air raids in 1943.
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4.2.4 Believe

The last excerpt illustrates the progressive with believe. Of all stative verbs, the
“intellectual state” verbs such as believe, suppose and know resist the progressive
the most. In the data, only one combination of believe with the progressive form
was identified and it is presented below (18).14What can be seen here is, in fact, the
juxtaposition of the progressivewith the simple form (the people who are believing
that the gas chambers were not used for homicidal purposes vs. the people who
believed that they were used for homicidal purposes). It may well be the case that
differentiating between the two forms, the witness implicitly evaluates the
convictions held by the two groups of people. He seems to be assessing the beliefs
held by the second group as more stable (and possibly rational) while indicating
the temporary (and possibly reversible) nature of the beliefs represented by thefirst
group. Though marginal, such uses lend support to the claim that the progressive
construction is a marker of contingency.

(18) [Witness] It is difficult to say. It seems to be that the book buying habits of
the people who are believing that the gas chambers were not used for
homicidal purposes seems to have been much more active than for the
peoplewhobelieved that theywere used for homicidal purposes. After all, I
think that you sell more books than I sell of my Auschwitz books.
[Claimant] Not currently I do not.

4.3 Progressives of mental verbs versus progressives of
communication verbs

Finally, the study has also revealed that progressives with mental verbs are used
differently fromwhat earlier research says about progressives with the most common
communication verbs say, talk, tell and speak (Szczyrbak 2018). The differences reflect
the fact that while mental verbs entail “private (internal) domains of reference,”
communication verbs draw on “public (external) domains of reference” (Fetzer 2014:
70). This, in turn, translates into divergent patterns of use and varied discourse
functions (Table 4).

14 The data also revealed one occurrence of the progressive with suppose and zero occurrences of
the progressive with know.
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The first difference between the patterns reported in the current study and those
described in Szczyrbak (2018) concerned the respective frequencies: communication
verbs recurrently attracted the progressive form whereas the co-selection of mental
verbs and the progressive was much rarer. As regards the discourse functions of the
verbs, progressives with mental verbs foregrounded the speaker’s perspective and
they conveyed emphasis or, conversely, tentativeness. They specifically showed the
relevance of the speaker’s mental operations (thoughts, wishes and desires), and
they were linked to epistemic and volitive modalities.15 Communication verbs, in
turn, focused more on the speaker’s or the addressee’s linguistic performance, and
they were frequently employed to restate (or reframe) earlier claims, or to challenge

Table : Characterization of progressives in courtroom discourse.

Progressives with mental verbs (based on the
current study)

Progressiveswith communication verbs (based
on Szczyrbak )

Not very frequent co-selection of mental verbs
and the progressive form

Frequent co-selection of communication verbs
and the progressive form

Conventional meanings of mental verbs + their
extensions

Conventional meanings of verbs describing
communicative acts

Add vividness, intensification, emphasis or,
conversely, tentativeness and a lower degree of
imposition

Used for self- and other-reporting; discourse
organization (“signposting”); epistemic/
evidential use + evaluative overtones

Co-occurrence with I → focus on the speaker’s
mental disposition/process of thinking/
epistemic position + temporariness/here-and-
now situation

Co-occurrence with I → focus on the speaker’s
verbal performance/epistemic position + here-
and-now situation

Co-occurrence with you → interpretative use/
volitive modality (you are hoping, you are
wanting)

Co-occurrence with you → querying the
response/negative evaluation of competitive
narratives (are you saying/suggesting)

Co-occurrence with third-person sub-
jects → interpretative use (mindsay)

Co-occurrence with third-person sub-
jects → interpretative use (hearsay)

Co-occurrence with modifiers Co-occurrence with modifiers
Most of the progressives used by the judge Most of the progressives used by the opposing

parties: the counsel and the claimant
Parenthetical use not attested Parenthetical use attested
Switches between the simple and the progres-
sive form → describing vs. interpreting
(he assumes vs. he is not assuming)

Switches between the simple and the progres-
sive form→ quoting/describing vs. interpreting
(he talks vs. he is saying)

Some of the verbs still resist the progressive
form: know, realize, believe, suppose, guess
(only the meaning of ‘conjecture’ found)

15 Volitive modality is classified as a subcategory of deontic modality.
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alternative accounts. Both groups of progressives were interpretative; however, the
difference lay in the patterns inwhich the verbs were found.Mental verbs were used
chiefly in I-oriented declaratives (I am thinking) whereas communication verbs were
frequent in you-oriented interrogatives (are you saying). Progressives with mental
verbswere preferred by the presiding judgewhile progressiveswith communication
verbs were favored by the opposing parties (the counsel and the claimant).

Another thing to note is that both groups of verbs co-occurred with modifiers;
however, tentative qualifiers (still, quite, just) were co-selected with mental verbs
rather than communication verbs. The syntactic realizations of the two groups of
verbs differed as well. Namely, the comment clause status of progressives with
communication verbs was frequent and it involved the qualification of the source of
information (self vs. other). This was not the case with mental verbs, whose
progressives were used predominantly for emphasis and intensification, rarely
associatedwithparenthetical use. Finally, inboth groupsof verbs, switches between
the simple form and the progressive form were evidenced (e.g., he assumes vs. he is
not assuming; he talks vs. he is saying), bringing out the difference between a mere
description (or a verbatim report) and the speaker’s own evaluation.

5 Discussion and conclusions

The foregoing analysis shows that despite their relative infrequency, progressives
withmental verbs provide insights into howparticipants in courtroomproceedings
position themselves vis-à-vis other speakers and it also makes clear how their use
differs from the use of communication verbs. At the same time, the study
demonstrates that progressives are vehicles for subjective meanings which are not
delivered by the simple form of verbs.

Overall, the analysis has revealed that the progressive of mental (or private)
verbs was used predominantly by first-person subjects focusing on their thoughts,
wishes and desires which were thus emphasized and given more prominence (e.g.,
I am hoping, I am wanting, I am understanding). The verbs wonder and think, it was
found, were the most common choices: I was wondering performed the politeness
function whereas I am thinking frequently indicated the act of cogitation. The
“contingency” of progressives has also been evidenced,with some of the contextual
readings going beyond the well-established meanings of individual verbs (e.g.,
whether he is not wanting to go off, people who are believing).

Furthermore, context-sensitivity and the role of speaker status (judge vs. other
participants) emerged as significant factors affecting both the choice of verbs and
their interactional configurations which differed, on the one hand, from the
patterns involving the progressive of communication verbs and, on the other, from
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the patterns with the progressive of mental verbs found in other settings (e.g.,
media or online discourse). Noteworthy was, for instance, the absence of paren-
thetical progressives (e.g., …, I’m thinking,…), “affective” progressives (e.g., I’m
loving it) or the “intend” progressives referring to future plans (e.g., I’m thinking of
going), which seems understandable given the institutional constraints of court-
room interaction. At the same time, other unconventional uses andmeanings were
attested, showing that trial discourse – despite the high degree of formality –
mirrors to some extent global trends visible in informal conversational contexts.16

All things considered, it should be reiterated that the English progressive – in
its new incarnations and contexts of use – marks speaker stance and is increas-
ingly subjective, which may be attributed to language change and the resultant
extension of meanings of the BE + -ing construction as well as a global shift
towards more colloquial and less authoritarian communication. These trends – as
the data at hand demonstrate – are making their way also into spoken legal
communication, perhaps no longer validly described as conservative and resistant
to change.
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